Seated Figure From a Grave Naiskos
Greek, perhaps Attic. Third quarter of the 4th Century BC
Marble, Pentelikon
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Statue of Mercury
Roman, 1st-2nd Century AD
Marble, Aphrodisias, Paros 2
Carlos Collection of Ancient Art
1999.11.5

Head of the Diadoumenos
Roman, mid 2nd Century AD
Thasian marble, Paros 2, Aphrodisias
Carlos Collection of Ancient Art
1991.3

Statue of a Togatus
Roman, 2nd Century AD
Marble, Carrara
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1993.2

Statue of Apollo
Roman, 1st-2nd Century AD
Thasian marble, Paros 2
Carlos Collection of Greek Art
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Portrait Head of a Bearded Man
Roman, mid 2nd-late 2nd Century
Marble, Dokimeion
Carlos Collection of Ancient Art
2004.13.1

Portrait Head of Tiberius Julius Caesar Augustus
Roman, ca.14 AD
Parian marble, Paros 1
Carlos Collection of Ancient Art
2003.55.1
Portrait Bust of a Woman
Roman Late Republican-Early Augustan, second half of 1st Century BC
Marble, Paros 1, Carrara
Carlos Collection of Ancient Art
2008.41.1

Statue of a Muse (Terpsichore)
Greek, late 4th-mid 2nd Century BC
Marble, Paros 1
2002.31A/B
Carlos Collection of Ancient Art

Relief with Acanthus Foliage
Roman, ca. 14 AD
Luna (Carrara) marble
2004.9.1
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Griffin Protome
Greek. Mid-7th Century BC
Bronze
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Cuirass
Greek, Afrati (Crete)
7th Century BC
Bronze
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2003.9.1

Portrait Head of Alexander the Great
Roman, 1st-2nd Century AD
Bronze, copper, silver inlay
Carlos Collection of Ancient Art
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